
Preface

This Symposium was the first lAD Symposium devoted to extra-solar planets,
and the papers presented reflected the rapid growth of the field. The idea for the
Symposium originated within the lAD itself, as one of the Symposia to be held
during the XXIV General Assembly in Manchester, England in August 2000.
The extra-solar planet community took on the task of organising the meeting.
It was decided to have a slightly unusual format, with the talks being almost
all one-hour Invited Reviews, and nearly all contributed papers being posters.
This format was afterwards generally agreed to be very effective. The success
of the meeting was to a large extent due to the high quality of the presentations
by the speakers. Forming part of the General Assembly, there was no specific
list of attenders, but the large lecture theatre was for all four days packed to
overflowing. The meeting was divided into five themes: I. Discovery and study
of extrasolar planets - current ; II. Progress in the theory of planet formation ;
III. Structure and evolution of planets; IV. Protoplanetary and Beta Pic disks;
V. Discovery and study of extrasolar planets - future. In this volume the papers
are classed into these five themes, with the Invited Reviews first, and then the
poster papers (in alphabetical order of first author).

The papers are substantially as they were when they were submitted before
March 1st, 2001.
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